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Abstract: As safety-critical systems, grid cyber-physical systems (GCPSs) are required to ensure the
safety of power-related systems. However, in many cases, GCPSs may be subject to uncertain and
nondeterministic environmental hazards, as well as the variable quality of devices. They can cause
failures and hazards in the whole system and may jeopardize system safety. Thus, it necessitates
safety analysis for system safety assurance. This paper proposes an architecture-level safety analysis
approach for GCPSs applying the probabilistic model-checking of stochastic games. GCPSs are
modeled using Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL). Random errors and failures of
a GCPS and nondeterministic environment behaviors are explicitly described with AADL annexes.
A GCPS AADL model including the environment can be regarded as a game. To transform AADL
models to stochastic multi-player games (SMGs) models, model transformation rules are proposed
and the completeness and consistency of rules are proved. Property formulae are formulated for
formal verification of GCPS SMG models, so that occurrence probabilities of failed states and hazards
can be obtained for system-level safety analysis. Finally, a modified IEEE 9-bus system with grid
elements that are power management systems is modeled and analyzed using the proposed approach.

Keywords: safety analysis; AADL; grid cyber-physical systems; model-checking of stochastic games

1. Introduction

To improve system quality and reduce cost, power systems are evolving to smart grids which can
be seen as GCPSs [1]. A GCPS, obtaining the information from sensors and sending the data/command
to actuators, is an integration of the computing system and the physical process under control. With
the information transmitted through the communication, a GCPS has the ability to calculate, control
and monitor the whole system to ensure system safety.

The interdependency between cyber systems and physical processes in GCPSs has been considered
by many researchers. The errors and failures can propagate from cyber systems to physical processes
or vice versa. Huang et al. [2,3] study the system robustness of a GCPS for cascading failures between
the computational network and physical network. Rahnamay-Naeini and Hayat [4] model and analyze
the cascading failures and effects of interdependence on system reliability. The robustness [2,3,5,6],
reliability [4] and security [7–9] of GCPSs have been analyzed in numerous papers. It necessitates to
perform safety assessment for power grids [10,11]. In this paper, we focus on system safety of GCPSs.
The internal random errors, error/failure propagations between components, error behaviors and
hazard behaviors will be modeled in a GCPS model for safety analysis.

GCPSs must interact with the changing environment (such as the lightning strike and high
temperature, etc.) which is uncertain and nondeterministic. In most cases, contingencies caused by the
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environment can occur randomly. If a contingency has happened to be occurring, the environment may
nondeterministically continue to disturb the system or recover to the normal state. Hence, a GCPS is
inevitable to be subject to environmental hazards. Furthermore, the quality of devices and subsystems
is variable, which may lead to system hazards and jeopardize system safety. As a safety-critical system,
if a GCPS fails, it will result in economic loss and even cause casualties. Consequently, system safety of
such GCPSs must be ensured by all means.

In this paper, an architecture-level safety analysis approach for GCPSs is proposed. Based on
model-based methods, GCPSs are described as a hierarchical model using AADL [12] which supports
safety analysis [13–17]. AADL describes uncertain behaviors of devices by means of probability
distributions. Nondeterministic behaviors inside of components are specified in error models [18] of an
AADL model. Through the extension of the AADL semantics, the environment behaviors are modeled
using an abstract component and error behaviors, meanwhile the physical process is described using
AADL components and interactions. The error propagations between cyber systems and physical
processes are modeled by error models. Hazard behaviors in a GCPS AADL model are specified
using hazard models [13,14]. Then, we formulate formal semantics for AADL models including
error models and hazard models, and make rules to transform GCPS AADL models to SMGs [19–21].
SMGs can be regarded as a generalization of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), and nondeterministic
choices are under the control of several distinct players. MDPs are a generalization of Discrete-Time
Markov Chains (DTMCs), and nondeterministic behaviors are under the control of the system itself.
DTMCs can merely specify stochastic behaviors. SMGs are capable of naturally modeling GCPSs in
the game-theoretic view, because a GCPS with the external environment is a game that distinguishes
between controllable behaviors in the system and uncontrollable behaviors in the environment. This
kind of environment may give rise to the disturbance for a GCPS. The system competes with the
environment to ensure the safe execution. To verify the correctness of these rules, the completeness
and consistency are proved. Safety requirements are represented as probabilistic property formulae
with temporal logic. At last, using a probabilistic model-checking tool, occurrence probabilities of
failed states and hazards can be calculated through probabilistic model-checking for system-level
safety analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminaries about
AADL and the model-checking of SMGs. Section 3 highlights our safety analysis framework including
building a GCPS AADL model, transforming AADL models to SMG models, generating property
formulae for safety requirements and verifying property formulae for safety analysis. Section 4
formulates the formal semantics for a GCPS AADL model, provides model transformation rules from
AADL models to SMG models and proves the correctness of model transformation rules. Section 5
provides the case study for the application of the proposed approach. The related work is presented in
Sections 6 and 7 describes the conclusion and future work.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. AADL

The AADL [12] is designed for the specification of distributed computer systems. The AADL
model is a hierarchical model, which contains software components (such as the thread, process, and
data components, etc.), execution platform components (such as the processor, memory, bus and device
components, etc.), composite and generic components (i.e., system and abstract components) and
component interactions (such as port connections and data access, etc.). Three port types are supported,
i.e., data, event and event data. To better support safety and reliability analysis, AADL has powerful
extendability. Specifically, the Error Model Annex (EMA) [18] and Hazard Model Annex (HMA) [13,14],
as sublanguages, have extended AADL core language to specify safety requirements, errors and
hazards. EMA can specify the component error behavior for each component, error propagations
between components, composite error behavior for a component in terms of its subcomponents, and
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error behavior state machines including error states, error events and transitions for components.
Since it does not consider hazard behaviors, we use HMA to compensate the weakness of EMA. HMA
can specify hazard sources, hazard propagations from hazard sources to hazards with the triggering
condition, hazard transitions between hazards with the triggering condition, and hazard behavior
machines to define hazard information including hazards, hazard triggers, severity levels, and hazard
transitions. The triggering condition can be a hazard trigger or a logical combination of hazard triggers.

2.2. Model Checking of Stochastic Multi-Player Games

Probabilistic model-checking provides a means to describe and analyze the system that exhibits
stochastic behaviors, and it can quantitatively deal with probability properties. SMGs [19–21] can
not only model random behaviors but also competitive behaviors. The players in SMGs can either
collaborate or compete in order to achieve a particular goal. In this paper, competitive stochastic
systems are expressed as turn-based SMGs. In each state of an SMG model, only one player can choose
between several actions, and the outcome of actions can be probabilistic.

Definition 1. SMG: A (turn-based) stochastic multi-player game (SMG) is a tuple G =

(Π, S, A, (Si)i∈Π, ∆, AP, χ), where: Π is a finite set of players; S is a finite, non-empty set of states; A is
a finite, non-empty set of actions; (Si)i∈Π is a partition of S; ∆ : S × A → D(S) is a (partial) transition
function; AP is a finite set of atomic propositions; and χ : S→ 2AP is a labelling function.

For each state s ∈ S, the set of available actions is expressed by A(s) = {a ∈ A|∆(s, a) 6=⊥}.
We assume that A(s) 6= ∅ for all s. The choice of an action to take in s is under the control of a
single player i ∈ Π. Once a player selects an action a, the successor state is chosen according to the
probabilistic distribution ∆(s, a).

The temporal logic, Probabilistic Alternating-time Temporal Logic with Rewards (rPATL) [19],
is employed to express quantitative properties of SMGs. rPATL is able to describe that a coalition of
players has a strategy to satisfy the requirement, such as the probability threshold for the occurrence
probability of an event. For instance, there are four players in the system, and a typical probability
property is «player1, player2» Pmax<=0.05 [ F<=60 terminating ], i.e., “can players 1 and 2
collaborate so that the maximal probability of the system terminating within 60 s is at most 0.05,
whatever players 3 and 4 do?”

To verify an SMG model, Kwiatkowska et al. [22] provide a tool, PRISM-games, to model and
verify SMGs. PRISM-games is a probabilistic model-checker for modeling and analyzing SMGs.
STORM [23] is the new model-checker and provides solvers for stochastic games which are used
in the abstraction-refinement engine, but it does not support stochastic games as input models.
The description language, PRISM-games language, is an extended PRISM language with new semantics
for the game theory. In this paper, an SMG model described by the PRISM-games language is named as
a PRISM-games model. A PRISM-games model is a combination of players, modules, global variables,
constants and formulas. A player includes modules and actions. A module contains commands
and local variables. A module can access local variables of other modules, but cannot modify them.
A command is composed by an action, a guard and one or more transitions. For instance, [a]
s>0 & n=1 -> 0.1:(n′=2)+0.9:(n′=0); is a command, where a is an action for the synchronization
between modules, s>0 & n=1 is the guard that is the condition for the execution of this command, and
0.1:(n′=2) and 0.9:(n′=0) are transitions. Each transition has a probability value and an update, for
example, 0.1 is a probability corresponding to the update n′=2 in the transition 0.1:(n′=2). Constants
can be integers, doubles or booleans. A formula comprises a name and an expression. The formula
name can be used as shorthand for the expression to avoid duplication of codes.
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3. Approach

The proposed safety analysis framework for GCPSs is presented in Figure 1 including four steps.
Firstly, the specification of a GCPS is described using AADL, and safety requirements related to errors
and hazards are specified using EMA and HMA with randomization and nondeterminism. Secondly,
the proposed approach will integrate the probabilistic model-checking of SMGs with safety analysis.
Thus, transforming AADL models to PRISM-games models is required to obtain SMG models for
our model-based analysis approach. Thirdly, according to error models and hazard models, property
formulae of a GCPS should be generated for checking whether safety requirements are satisfied by the
system model. At last, we can verify property formulae for a GCPS and obtain safety analysis results.
The detailed explanation is provided in the following four sections.

Environment 
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AADL model
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results
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Figure 1. Proposed safety analysis framework for GCPSs.

3.1. Building AADL Models for GCPSs

The power system is always described as a single line diagram. A modified, redrawn and
relabeled IEEE 9-bus power system [24] with power management systems (PMSs) is shown in Figure 2.
It is a GCPS. The bus in this figure represents a node and it is different with the bus component in
AADL models. This GCPS has three buses (bus1, bus2 and bus3), which are managed by PMSs (PMS1,
PMS2 and PMS3), respectively. A PMS contains some hardware devices such as sensors and line breakers,
etc. It can sample data, receive commands from the control center, and control line breakers. Here,
a PMS is considered as a whole and the internal structure is not specified at the architecture level.
In this GCPS, there are three generators (G1, G2 and G3) used to supply the power. Black lines between
buses and generators are power transmission lines (TL1, TL2 and TL3). Additionally, there exists a
control center system to control this GCPS. PMSs and generators can send and receive the information
to the control center.

To perform safety analysis for a GCPS at the architecture level, a GCPS should be described
as an AADL model. Generators are described using AADL device components. Transmission lines
take charge of power transmission and are important constituent parts of a GCPS. Based on electrical
characteristics of transmission lines, they have the impedance and they are modeled as resistances in
Figure 2. Thus, transmission lines are seen as devices and they are specified as device components
in AADL models, so that we can build error models and hazard models for them. Each PMS is
described as a system component. The power transmission between generators and PMSs in a GCPS is
described using the AADL component connection between event ports. The connections for power
transmission should bind to AADL buses representing transmission lines. The connections in the cyber
system should bind to AADL buses representing data lines. The control center system is modeled
as an upper-level system and seen as a GCPS system component, which contains all subcomponents
of a GCPS except the environment. Then, an AADL architecture model of a GCPS system can be
built. For example, an AADL model of the GCPS system (Figure 2) is provided in Figure 3. Based
on aforementioned modeling method, the G1, G2 and G3 devices in Figure 2 are corresponding to
three generators in Figure 3. Similarly, the PMS1, PMS2 and PMS3 systems are corresponding to three
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PMSs. The TL1, TL2 and TL3 devices are corresponding to three transmission lines. There are also two
buses, a transmission line (TL) and a data line (DL). The control center system is modeled as a system
component GCPSsys, which contains these subcomponents, so that the GCPSsys can communicate with
generators, PMSs and transmission lines through the hierarchical structure in the AADL model.

Figure 2. A modified, redrawn and relabeled IEEE 9-bus system with grid elements that are PMSs.

Figure 3. an AADL model of a GCPS with the environment.

For safety analysis of a GCPS AADL model, error behaviors and hazard behaviors should be
built using EMA and HMA. Each error state is part of total state of a component. It may lead to its
subsequent failure. And a failure can result in hazards or propagate to the connected components.
A hazard is a real or potential condition due to the failure. The evolvement between error states or
hazards is described using error transitions or hazard transitions, respectively. The failure propagation
between components is expressed with error propagations. The evolvement from the failure to the
hazard can be described with hazard propagations. An AADL model without the environment can be
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obtained by combining an architecture model, error models and hazard models. A power system and a
cyber system are constructed in a single AADL model so that it is easier to understand the whole GCPS
and it is more convenient for further analysis when the system architecture is changed. For example,
error behaviors and hazard behaviors of a GCPS (Figure 2) are shown in Figure 3. The cycles denote
error states or hazards. The lines with arrows between error states or hazards are error transitions
or hazard transitions, respectively. The line with arrows from error states to hazards are hazard
propagations. In the GCPSsys system component, GCPS_O (O denotes an operational state) and GCPS_F
(F denotes a failed state) are error states, and GCPS_H (H denotes a hazard) is a hazard. Because the
detailed hazard model of GCPSsys is complex, only part of that is shown in Figure 3 and we will
introduce the complete hazard model in Section 5. For example, in the subcomponent PMS1, its state
can evolve from P1O to P1F and from P1F to P1O. It can also be triggered by an incoming propagation
point so that its state may change from P1O to P1F and from P1F to P1F. All generators, PMSs and TLs
can be triggered by an incoming propagation point from environment, but to make this AADL model
clear, these error transitions are not drawn in Figure 3.

In this paper, the environment will be considered for the analysis of external contingencies.
We utilize an abstract component to specify the external environment. The effects of the environment
on a GCPS are described with connections between event ports. EMA and HMA are employed to
describe environmental behaviors, which can be random and nondeterministic behaviors. Thus,
a complete GCPS AADL model will be built by combining an architecture model, error models,
hazard models and the environment component. For example, an environment component with error
models is presented in the left of Figure 3. The state transition from normal to abnormal represents
a contingency from the environment occurs randomly during the normal execution of the GCPSsys.
The environment’s state is abnormal, it means a contingency has occurred. The state transition from
abnormal to abnormal represents that this contingency gives rise to the continuous disturbance to the
GCPSsys. The state transition from abnormal to normal represents that this contingency disturbs the
GCPSsys and recover to normal. The latter two state transitions occur nondeterministically. While one
of these two transitions is occurring, the environment can propagate an error to connected components
and affects the GCPSsys, for example, the outgoing propagation point of environment can trigger error
transitions in PMS1 (from P1O to P1F and from P1F to P1F).

3.2. Transforming AADL Models to SMG Models

This paper will apply the model-checking of SMGs for safety analysis. The approach is based on
modelling a GCPS and its environment as two players of an SMG model. The game-theoretic view of a
GCPS and the environment is described as follows,

Definition 2. The SMG model specification of a GCPS and its environment is an SMG G =

(Π, S, A, (Si)i∈Π, ∆, AP, χ), where:

• Π = {sys, env} is the set of players formed by a GCPS and its environment.
• S = Ssys ∪ Senv is the set of states, where Ssys and Senv are sets of states owned by the system and the

environment players, respectively, and Ssys ∩ Senv = ∅.
• A = Asys ∪ Aenv is the set of actions, where Asys and Aenv are sets of actions controlled by the system

and the environment players, respectively. In this paper, for all commands, actions are Asys = {run} and
Aenv = {disturb}.

• ∆ : S× A→ D(S) is a (partial) transition function based on error transitions, hazard transitions, error
propagations and hazard propagations.

• AP is a set of all the predicates that are built over state variables including error states and hazards.
• χ : S→ 2AP is a labelling function for hazard sources.

The formal model of a GCPS including the environment is described using PRISM-games
language [22]. Model transformation from a GCPS AADL model to a PRISM-games model makes it
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possible to get a GCPS SMG model and propose a model-based safety analysis approach based on the
model-checking of SMGs. It is an important contribution of this paper. The detailed transformation
rules are provided in Section 4.2.

3.3. Generating Property Formulae

The purpose of using probabilistic model-checking is to calculate occurrence probabilities of error
states and hazards, and quantitatively perform safety analysis for a GCPS. Many safety standards use
occurrence probabilities for quantitative analysis of system safety. Occurrence probabilities of failed
states (represented using error states) and hazards can help to analyze system safety of a GCPS, which
is a safety-critical system. The hazards and failed states are contained in safety requirements and
they are focused in safety analysis. Thus, we formulate formulae for property specification of failed
states and hazards using the temporal logic rPATL. The formula for a hazard is shown in Formula (1),
where sys represents the GCPS, Pmax represents the maximal occurrence probability, hazard represents
a hazard of a component, F represents the future and 3600 is the number of iterations in an hour.
The occurrence probability is required to be maximal since the behaviors of an SMG model can be
nondeterministic. Formula (1) means that “what is the maximal occurrence probability when the
sys system is at the hazard state within 3600 steps (1 h) against the environment?” In this formula,
the system does not collaborate with the environment, because a GCPS competes with the environment
to ensure that it is at operational state. Similarly, a formula for a failed state is formulated by replacing
hazard in Formula (1) with a failed state.

<< sys >> Pmax =? [ F <= 3600 “hazard′′ ]. (1)

3.4. Verifying Property Formulae for Safety Analysis

With an SMG model of a GCPS AADL model and the property formulae for failed states and
hazards, we can verify safety requirements for a GCPS. Occurrence probabilities of hazards will be
obtained through formal verification. So a safety analysis table can be generated including component
names, failed states, hazards and their occurrence probabilities.

4. Model Transformation

We build an AADL model based on a GCPS architecture model including its environment with
error models and hazard models. The formal semantics of a GCPS AADL model is first provided
in Section 4.1, model transformation rules are explained in Section 4.2, and the completeness and
consistency of model transformation rules are proved in Section 4.3.

4.1. Formalization of AADL Models

The formalization of an AADL model is divided into six parts including basic elements, error
transitions (ETs), error propagations (EPs), composite error behaviors (CEBs), hazard propagations
(HPs) and hazard transitions (HTs). Basic elements are constituent elements of other parts.
The relationship between ETs, EPs, CEBs, HPs and HTs in an AADL model is shown in Figure 4.
ETs are internal behaviors of components, System1 and System2. EPs are propagations between ETs
of connected components (System1 and System2). CEBs are behaviors of a composite component,
PowerSystem, whose state is affected by its subcomponents, two systems. ETs are also allowed to
be established in a composite component. HTs are hazard behaviors of a component. HPs are the
evolvement from CEBs or ETs to HTs.
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Figure 4. The relationship between constituent parts of an AADL model.

4.1.1. Basic Elements of an AADL Model

Basic elements of an AADL model contain error states, error events, hazards, hazard triggers and
hazard sources. The formal semantics of them is defined as follows.

Definition 3. Each element of an AADL component is defined as a tuple:

• Aes = (S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of error states; s0 is an initial error state; AP is a finite
set of atomic propositions built over error states.

• Aee = (S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: A is a finite set of actions based on error events in the triggered
condition; For a probabilistic error transition function ∆ : S× A→ D(S), D(S) is established based on
probabilities of error events.

• Ah = (S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of hazards; AP is a finite set of atomic propositions built
over hazards.

• Aht = (S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L) A is a finite set of actions based on hazard triggers in the triggered condition;
∆ : S × A → D(S) is a probabilistic hazard transition function and D(S) is established based on
probabilities of hazard triggers;

• Ahs = (S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of hazard sources; AP is a finite set of atomic propositions
built over hazard sources; L : S→ 2AP is a labelling function.

Some parts of Aes, Aee, Ah, Aht and Ahs are not explained since they are empty and have no effect on the
formal semantics.

4.1.2. Other Five Constituent Parts of an AADL Model

An error propagation is designed to specify under what conditions an error propagation occurs
on an outgoing error propagation point. The conditions are composed by error states and the errors
on incoming error propagation points. Error propagations between two components are based on
connections between two components and propagations in two components.

Definition 4. EP Error propagations (EPs) between two components are defined as a tuple Aep =

(S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of error states and states of outgoing propagation points; s0 is
an initial error state; A is a finite set of actions based on the triggered condition including error events and
ingoing propagation points; ∆ : S× A→ D(S) is a (partial) probabilistic error transition function and D(S) is
established based on probabilities of error events; AP is a finite set of atomic propositions built over error states
and outgoing propagation points; L : S→ 2AP is a labelling function.

Definition 5. ET Error transitions (ETs) of an AADL component are defined as a tuple Aet =

(S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of error states; s0 is an initial error state; A is a finite set of actions
based on the triggered condition including error events and ingoing propagation points; ∆ : S× A→ D(S) is a
(partial) probabilistic error transition function and D(S) is established based on probabilities of error events; AP
is a finite set of atomic propositions built over error states; L : S→ 2AP is a labelling function.

Definition 6. CEB Composite error behaviors (CEBs) of an AADL component are defined as a tuple Aceb =

(S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of error states including error states of subcomponents; s0 is empty;
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A is empty; ∆ : S× A → D(S) is an error transition function and D(S) is equal to 1; AP is a finite set of
atomic propositions built over error states; L : S→ 2AP is a labelling function.

Definition 7. HP Hazard propagations (HPs) of an AADL component are defined as a tuple Ahp =

(S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of hazard sources and hazards; s0 is empty; A is a finite set
of actions built based on hazard triggers; ∆ : S× A → D(S) is a (partial) probabilistic hazard propagation
function and D(S) is established based on probabilities of hazard triggers; AP is a finite set of atomic propositions
built over hazard sources and hazards; L : S→ 2AP is a labelling function.

Definition 8. HT Hazard transitions (HTs) of an AADL component are defined as a tuple Aht =

(S, s0, A, ∆, AP, L), where: S is a finite set of hazards; s0 is empty; A is a finite set of actions built based
on hazard triggers; ∆ : S× A → D(S) is a probabilistic hazard transition function and D(S) is established
based on probabilities of hazard triggers; AP is a finite set of atomic propositions built over hazards; L : S→ 2AP

is a labelling function.

4.2. Model Transformation Rules

This section provides rules for the model transformation. We first propose basic rules for the
transformation of basic elements in an AADL model. Then, rules to transform ETs, HTs, EPs, CEBs
and HPs are formalized, respectively. At last, rules to transform logical operators and primitives are
presented. They are important tools for expressing the combination of error states, error events, hazard
sources or hazard triggers.

4.2.1. Basic Rules

As shown in Table 1, five basic rules are presented. Each component implementation is encoded
as a module (see first row). Error states and hazards of a component are encoded as an integer variable
(see second row) and each value is corresponding to an error state or a hazard. The initial value of
this variable is 0, which is corresponding to an initial error state (see third row). Error events and
hazard triggers are encoded using the probability distributions, i.e., the probability value p is encoded
as a double constant for an error event or a hazard itself, and 1− p is for the opposite aspect that is
encoded as true (see fourth row). Each hazard source corresponds to an error state or an error event,
so a hazard source is encoded as a formula which represents a value of its corresponding error state or
error event, as shown in the fifth row.

Table 1. Basic rules for the model transformation.

No. AADL Model PRISM-Games Language

1
Component implementation,
e.g., system implementation sys.i;

Module,
e.g., module sys_i;

2

Error states and hazards,
e.g., srcState: initial error state;

dstState: error state;
overVoltage: hazard;

Integer variable,
e.g., stateVar : [0..2] init 0;

(0 for srcState, 1 for dstState, 2 for OverVoltage)

3 Initial error state Initial value (0) of the variable

4
Error event and hazard trigger with
occurrence property,
e.g., errEvent: error event; (with 0.1)

double constants for probability values,
e.g., const double proErrEvent = 0.1; // for itself.

(1-proErrEvent) // for others represented by true.

5
Hazard source,
e.g., hs1: error state dstState;

hs2: error event errEvent;

Formula
e.g., formula hs1 = stateVar = 1;

formula hs2 = 0.1;
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Definition 9. Rules for Basic Elements: Transformation rules from basic elements to the PRISM-games
language (an SMG model) are defined as a tuple TRb = (Ab, PMb), where Ab can be error states Aes, error
events Aee, hazards Ah, hazard triggers Aht or hazard sources Ahs, and PMb is a set of the corresponding
PRISM-games elements. TRb includes rules: TRes = (Aes, PMes), TRee = (Aee, PMee), TRh = (Ah, PMh),
TRht = (Aht, PMht), and TRhs = (Ahs, PMhs), which are defined as follows:

• TRes = (Aes, PMes), where Aes is a set of error states in a component, and PMes is a local variable.
The value range of this variable is corresponding to the number of error states. Each value represents an
error state and 0 is for an initial error state.

• TRee = (Aee, PMee), where Aee is a set of error events, and PMee is a set of probability values for
transitions in commands. Each probability value is defined as a double constant.

• TRh = (Ah, PMh), where Ah is a set of hazards in a component, and PMh is equal to PMes of the same
component. The value range of PMes is added with the the number of hazards. Each added value represents
a hazard.

• TRht = (Aht, PMht), where Aht is a set of hazard triggers, and PMht is a set of probability values for
transitions in commands. Each probability value is defined as a double constant.

• TRhs = (Ahs, PMhs), where Ahs is a set of hazard sources, and PMhs is a set of formulae. Each formula
represents a variable with the value of the corresponding state of an error state or a probability value of an
error event.

4.2.2. Rules for Error Propagations

Connections (including data, event and event data connections) build the link between
components, and provide conditions for the data, command and event transmission. In an error
model, an error is propagated to the connected component through error propagations based on
connections. For instance, an error propagation from TL1 to PMS1 in Figure 3 is based on the event
port connection. Since the semantics of connections is included in error propagations, we only need to
transform each error propagation to PRISM-games language.

Rules for error propagations are defined as TRep, which can be categorized into TRep,1, TRep,2 and
TRep,3. If an error propagation is not triggered by the interference by the environment, we will provide
two kinds of rules for the transformation of an error propagation, TRep,1 and TRep,2, as follows.

Definition 10. Rules for error propagations that are not from the environment are defined as a tuple
TRep,1 = (Aep, PMep,1) or TRep,2 = (Aep, PMep,2), where Aep is an error propagation.

1. For TRep,1, PMep,1 is a corresponding command of Aep. The source error state and the triggered condition
of Aep is encoded as the guard. If error events are included in the triggered condition, they are transformed
to a probability value for a transition of the command. The outgoing propagation point in the destination
of Aep is encoded as a local variable (0 denotes no error, 1 denotes an error). The value 1 is assigned to
this variable as an update of a transition for the command. This variable with value 1 will be used as the
triggered condition by other components.

2. If the triggered condition of Aep does not contain incoming propagation points, TRep,2 is better than TRep,1.
PMep,2 is the value of the state variable that is corresponding to the source error state of Aep. The probability
values of error events in the triggered condition is added to PMep,2. The variable corresponding to the
source error state will be used as the triggered condition by other components.

Error propagations are designed for the propagation of errors and propagated errors can be used
as the triggered condition of error transitions or error propagations in the connected component. TRep,1

encodes an error propagation as the destination of Aep for the triggered condition. TRep,2 directly
uses the value of the source state variable for the triggered condition. Both TRep,1 and TRep,2 can
implement the same function. However, TRep,2 can reduce the complexity of the transformed SMG
model. For instance, as shown in Figure 3, an error propagation from T1F (a failed state) of TL1 to
PMS1 and it causes an error transition from P1O to P1F. According to TRep,2, this error propagation is
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encoded as “TL1s=1” in the guard of a command at line 9 of Figure 5. Since its triggered condition is
empty, it is not transformed to a command. Similarly, “TL2s=1” at line 10 of Figure 5 is for an error
propagation from TL2 to PMS1. Moreover, according to TRep,1, the outgoing propagation point of TL1
in Figure 3 is transformed to a variable TL1Out at line 5 of Figure 6. A command at line 10 of Figure 6
is transformed from this error propagation. The source error state T1F in TL1 component is encoded as
the guard and the value 1 is assigned to the variable TL1Out.

1. const double proPMS1=10e-6; // probability value of an error event resulting to a failed state

2. const double recPMS1=2.78e-6; //1hour, probability value of an error event for recovering

3. module PMS1

4.     PMS1s : [0..1] init 0; // 0-operational, 1-failed

5.    [disturb] PMS1s=0 -> proIntEnv:(PMS1s'=1)+(1-proIntEnv):true; //ET by the environment

6.    [disturb] PMS1s=1 -> true; //ET by the environment

7.    [run] PMS1s=0 -> proPMS1:(PMS1s'=1)+(1-proPMS1):true;//ET, fail randomly

8.    [run] PMS1s=1 -> recPMS1:(PMS1s'=0)+(1-recPMS1):true;//ET(PMS1s) recovering

9.    [run] PMS1s=0 & TL1s=1 -> (PMS1s'=1); //ET triggered by TL1

10.    [run] PMS1s=0 & TL2s=1 -> (PMS1s'=1); //ET triggered by TL2

11.    //[run] PMS1s=0 & TL1Out=1 -> (PMS1s'=1); //ET triggered by TL1

12.    //[run] PMS1s=0 & TL2Out=1 -> (PMS1s'=1); //ET triggered by TL2

13. endmodule

Figure 5. The PRISM-games model of PMS1 system component.

1. const double proTL1=10e-6; // probability value of an error event resulting to a failed state

2. const double recTL1=2.78e-6; //1h, probability value of an error event for recovering

3. module TL1

4.    TL1s : [0..1] init 0; //0-operational, 1-failed

5.    //TL1Out : [0..1] init 0; // 0-no error, 1-an error

6.    [disturb] TL1s=0 -> proIntEnv:(TL1s'=1)+(1- proIntEnv):true; //ET by environment

7.    [disturb] TL1s=1 -> true; //ET by environment

8.    [run] TL1s=0 -> proTL1:(TL1s'=1)+(1-proTL1):true;//ET, fail randomly

9.    [run] TL1s=1 -> recTL1:(TL1s'=0)+(1-recTL1):true;//ET, for recovering

10.    //[run] TL1s=1 -> (TL1Out'=1);//EP 

11.    //[run] TL1s=1 -> recTL1:(TL1s'=0)& (TL1Out'=0)+(1-recTL1):true;//ET(TL1s, TL1Out) recovering

12. endmodule

Figure 6. The PRISM-games model of TL1 device component.

If an error propagation is triggered by the interference from the environment, it is transformed to
the action disturb for affected error transitions to synchronize with the environment, as follows.

Definition 11. Rules for error propagations from the environment are defined as a tuple TRep,3 =

(Aep, PMep,3), where Aep is an error propagation propagated from the environment. PMep,3 is an action,
that’s, disturb, which will be used in the affected error transitions.

For example, the error propagation from abnormal in the environment component to the outgoing
propagation point to error transitions in the PMS1 component in Figure 3. This error propagation is
encoded as an action disturb, which will be used in the commands corresponding to affected error
transitions in the PMS1 component. This action disturb is the link between commands.

4.2.3. Rules for Error Transitions and Hazard Transitions

Error transitions and hazard transitions are for the evolvement between error states or hazards.
Each error transition is transformed to a command, as follows.

Definition 12. Rules for error transitions are defined as a tuple TRet = (Aet, PMet), where Aet is an error
transition and PMet is a command.

1. If Aet is not related to the environment component, the source error state and triggered condition of Aet

are transformed to the guard, the destination error state is transformed to a transition t, and error events
are transformed to a probability for the transition t. If there are no error events in an error transition,
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the probability is 1. If there are outgoing propagation points, their corresponding variables should be
recovered in the recovered error transition.

2. Additionally, if Aet is an error transition specifying the occurrence of interference in the environment
component, the action of the command is disturb which will synchronize with the affected error transitions
in GCPSs.

3. Moreover, if Aet is an error transition in a component of a GCPS and it is affected by the incoming
propagation point from the environment, the action of the command is disturb which will synchronize
with the error transitions in the environment. This action is transformed from the error propagation
between the environment and a component of a GCPS. If a component does not has error transitions
caused by the environment, a command from true to true with the action disturb should be added to
this component.

If Aet is not related to the environment, it is transformed according to the first rule of Definition 12.
For example, if an error propagation from T1F to PMS1 in TL1 of Figure 3 is transformed according to
TRep,2 in Definition 10, error transitions in TL1 are transformed to commands at lines 8–9 of Figure 6,
and error propagations in PMS1 are transformed to commands at lines 7–10 of Figure 5. If that
error propagation from T1F to PMS1 in TL1 is transformed according to TRep,1 in Definition 10, error
transitions of TL1 are transformed to commands at lines 8 and 11 of Figure 6, and error transitions
of PMS1 are transformed to lines 7–8 and 11–12 of Figure 5. The command at line 11 of Figure 6 is
corresponding to the recovered error transition, so it also should recover the variable for an outgoing
propagation point in the transition of this command.

The error transition from abnormal to abnormal or from abnormal to normal in the environment
of Figure 3 is the occurrence of interference. It will disturb GCPSsys through error propagations
and event port connections. For example, an error propagation from abnormal state of environment
component to PMS1 is encoded as an action disturb based on Definition 11. Based on the second and
third rules of Definition 10, this action is added to commands at lines 5 and 6 of Figure 7 and lines 5–6
of Figure 5. These commands are transformed from ETs. Moreover, since error transitions of GCPSsys
are not caused by the environment, a command at line 11 of Figure 8 is added for the synchronization
between modules.

1. const double proEnv=1.16e-5;//1day, probability value of an error event

2. module environment

3.    ENVs : [0..1] init 0;//0-normal, 1-abnormal

4.    [run] ENVs=0 -> proEnv:(ENVs'=1)+(1-proEnv):true;//random disturbance

5.    [disturb] ENVs=1 -> (ENVs'=1); // continuous disturbance

6.    [disturb] ENVs=1 -> (ENVs'=0); // disturb and go back to the normal state

7. endmodule

Figure 7. The PRISM-games model of environment component.

Similarly, a hazard transition is transformed to a command, as follows.

Definition 13. Rules for a hazard transition are defined as a tuple TRht = (Aht, PMht), where Aht is a
hazard transition and PMht is a command. The source hazard is transformed to the guard, the destination
hazard is transformed to a transition t, and hazard triggers are transformed to a probability for the transition t.
If there are not hazard triggers, the probability is 1.

4.2.4. Rules for Logical Operators and Primitives

The logical operators And and Or in EMA and HMA can be directly replaced by PRISM language.
EMA also has primitives such as Ormore and Orless, which can be encoded by combining And and Or
operators. For instance, a condition expression 1 Ormore (state1, state2) means if one or more
than one states are true, the value of this expression is true. It can be converted to the logical expression
state1 Or state2 Or (state1 And state2).
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Definition 14. Rules for logical operators and primitives are defined as a tuple TRlp = (Alp, PMlp),
where Alp is a composition through logical operators and/or primitives, and PMlp is a composition through
logical operators. For logical operators, it is one-to-one mapping between Alp and PMlp. For primitives, Ormore
and Orless are encoded by combining And and Or operators.

4.2.5. Rules for Composite Error Behaviors

Composite error behaviors of a component are expressed in terms of error states of its
subcomponents. A composite error behavior is transformed to a command whose destination state
will occur with the probability 1 if the source state is satisfied.

Definition 15. Rules for composite error behaviors are defined as a tuple TRceb = (Aceb, PMceb), where
Aceb is a composite error behavior, and PMceb is a command. The combination of error states of subcomponents
are transformed to the guard and the destination error state is encoded as a transition of this command.

4.2.6. Rules for Hazard Propagations

The hazard source is used as the link between an error model and a hazard model [13].
A hazard propagation is the evolvement from one or several hazard sources to a hazard with the
triggered condition. The condition is a logical combination of hazard triggers. The source of a
hazard propagation is encoded using rules for logical operators in Section 4.2.4. The triggered
condition is transformed based on the probability distribution of hazard triggers. The hazard in the
destination is represented with a hazard variable. For example, a hazard propagation “StateAnd(state
thread1Failed, state thread2Failed)-[ht]->h” is encoded as a command “[] s_t1=1 & s_t2=1
-> 0.1:(hazardVar’=1) + 0.9:true;”, where the occurrence probability value of ht is 0.1, hazard
sources thread1Failed and thread2Failed are corresponding to the value 1 of two error state
variables in thread1 and thread2, respectively, and the hazard h is corresponding to the value 1
of a hazard variable hazardVar.

Definition 16. Rules for hazard propagations are a tuple TRhp = (Ahp, PMhp), where Ahp is a hazard
propagation and PMhp is a command. A combination of hazard sources is transformed to the guard, the
destination hazard is transformed to a transition t, and hazard triggers are transformed to a probability for the
transition t. If there are not hazard triggers, the probability is 1.

4.3. Completeness and Consistency of Model Transformation Rules

A GCPS AADL model has been divided into six parts, as presented in Section 4.1. Each part has at
least one corresponding model transformation rule. Following rules in Definitions 9–16 for the model
transformation from a GCPS AADL model to an SMG model in PRISM-games language, we prove the
completeness and semantic consistency of model transformation rules as follows.

Theorem 1. (Completeness 1) Let A be an AADL model of a GCPS and its environment, PM be the
transformed PRISM-games model (SMG model), and TRS be the set of transformation rules. If A1 ∈ A,
there exists a rule TR ∈ TRS such that TR(A1) = PM1 ∈ PM.

Proof. Recall that A = {Ab, Aet, Aht, Aep, Aceb, Ahp, Alp}, PM = {PMb, PMet, PMht, PMep, PMceb,
PMhp, PMlp}, TRS = {TRb, TRet, TRht, TRep, TRceb, TRhp, TRlp}. We have formulated model
transformation rules for all parts of a GCPS AADL model. Some part has more than one transformation
rule. The rule set TRS can transform all parts of A to elements of PM. Therefore, for any A1 ∈ A, there
exists a model transformation rule TR ∈ TRS, such that TR(A1) = PM1 ∈ PM.
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Theorem 2. (Completeness 2) Let A be an AADL model of a GCPS and its environment, PM be the
transformed PRISM-games model (an SMG model), and TRS be the set of transformation rules. Given A1 ∈ A
and PM1 ∈ PM, if A1 and PM1 are equivalent, there exists a rule TR ∈ TRS such that TR(A1) = PM1.

Proof. Recall that A = {Ab, Aet, Aht, Aep, Aceb, Ahp, Alp}, PM = {PMb, PMet, PMht, PMep, PMceb,
PMhp, PMlp}, TRS = {TRb, TRet, TRht, TRep, TRceb, TRhp, TRlp}. PM is transformed from each part
of A based on the rules in TRS. The source part of a GCPS AADL model is equivalent to the target part
of a PRISM-games model. Therefore, for any A1 ∈ A and PM1 ∈ PM, if A1 and PM1 are equivalent,
there exists a model transformation rule TR ∈ TRS, such that TR(A1) = PM1 ∈ PM.

Theorem 3. (Consistency) Let A be an AADL model of a GCPS and its environment, PM be the transformed
PRISM-games model (an SMG model), and TRS be the set of transformation rules. If both TR1 ∈ TRS and
TR2 ∈ TRS can used for the transformation of A1 ∈ A. TR1(A1) and TR2(A1) are equivalent.

Proof. Recall that Aep ∈ A, PMep ∈ PM, TRep ∈ TRS, and TRep can be TRep,1, TRep,2 or TRep,3.
Both TRep,1 and TRep,2 can be applied to transform Aep to PMep (PMep,1 and PMep,2, respectively),
as shown in Definition 10. As the explanation in Section 4.2.2, PMep,1 is equivalent to PMep,2, that’s,
TRep,1(Aep) is equivalent to TRep,2(Aep). Other transformation rules in TRS are designed for each
different part of a GCPS AADL model and they cannot transform the same part. Therefore, if both
TR1 ∈ TRS and TR2 ∈ TRS can used for the transformation of A1 ∈ A (here, TR1, TR2 and A1 must
be TRep,1, TRep,2 and Aep, respectively), PMep,1 is equivalent to PMep,2, that’s, TR1(A1) and TR2(A1)

are equivalent.

5. Case Study

To assess the applicability of the proposed approach, we use a GCPS as an illustrated example.
The architecture model, error model and hazard model are built for this system. Base on model
transformation rules, a GCPS AADL model is transformed to a GCPS SMG model described with
PRISM-games language. Property formulae for safety requirements are generated. We also show the
results of the verification via model-checking of SMGs for safety analysis.

5.1. A GCPS, Its AADL Model and Transformed SMG Model

The AADL model of a GCPS for illustration is shown in Figure 3. The architecture model of this
GCPS system, the environment component and their error models have been introduced in Section 3.1.
Every failed ET (from an operational state to a failed state) and recovered ET (from a failed state to
an operational state) is triggered by an error event with the probability 10× 10−6 and 2.78× 10−6

(one hour), respectively. In this section, we will introduce CEBs, hazard sources, HPs and HTs of
GCPSsys system component.

The error state of a composite component is expressed in terms of its subcomponents’ error states,
that’s, the system-level state is affected by its subcomponents. The GCPSsys has two error states,
GCPS_O and GCPSsys_F. There are two CEBs in GCPSsys. First, when one of PMSs fails, GCPSsys fails.
Second, when one of the generators fails, GCPSsys fails. These two CEBs use OR logical operator to
combine error states. According to model transformation rules in Definition 15, two CEBs are encoded
as two commands at lines 14 and 15 of Figure 8.

Each failed state of PMSs, generators and GCPSsys system is a hazard source. These hazard sources
are encoded as formulae at lines 1–3 of Figure 8. These hazard sources can lead to hazards through HPs.
When two of PMSs fail or GCPSsys system state fails, the dangerous overvoltage may occur as a hazard
(OverVoltage) triggered by a hazard trigger ht1. OverVoltage will lead to a hazard EquipDamage
(equipment damage) triggered by a hazard trigger ht2. When two of generators fail, the power is not
enough for users and may affect the normal production process as a hazard (LowPower) triggered by a
hazard trigger ht3. Assuming that occurrence probabilities of hazard triggers is 10× 10−6. According
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to model transformation rules in Definition 16, two HBs are encoded as two commands at lines 16 and
18 of Figure 8. A HT is encoded as a command at line 17.

1. formula GCPSsysFailed = (Cs=1); // hazard source

2. formula G1Failed = (G1s=1); //hazard source

3. // other formulae for hazard sources are: G2Failed, G3Failed, PMS1Failed, PMS2Failed, PMS3Failed

4. const double proGCPSsys=10e-6;

5. const double recGCPSsys=2.78e-4;//1h

6. const double proHT2=10e-6;

7. const double proHT3=10e-6;

8. const double proHT4=10e-6;

9. module GCPSsys

10.    Cs : [0..4] init 0;//0-Operational, 1-Failed, 2-OverVoltage, 3-LowPower, 4-equipment damage 

11.    [disturb] true -> true;

12.    [run] Cs=0  -> proGCPSsys:(Cs'=1)+(1-proGCPSsys):true;//ET, fail randomly

13.    [run] Cs=1 -> recGCPSsys:(Cs'=0)+(1-recGCPSsys):true;//ET, recover randomly

14.    [run] (PMS4s=0 & PMS7s=0 & PMS9s=1 | PMS4s=0 & PMS7s=1 & PMS9s=0 | PMS4s=1 &

                PMS7s=0 & PMS9s=0) -> (Cs'=1); //CEB, one of PMSs is failed

15.    [run] (G1s=0 & G2s=0 & G3s=1 | G1s=0 & G2s=1 & G3s=0 | G1s=1 & G2s=0 & G3s=0) -> (Cs'=1);// 

CEB, one of G is failed

16.    [run] GCPSsysFailed | (PMS1Failed & PMS2Failed | PMS1Failed & PMS3Failed | PMS2Failed & 

               PMS3Failed) -> proHT2:(Cs'=2)+(1-proHT2):true;//HP, if GCPSsys is failed or two of PMSs are

               failed, OverVoltage occurs triggered by a hazard trigger ht1

17.    [run] Cs=2 -> proHT4:(Cs'=4)+(1-proHT4):true;//HT, from OverVoltage to EquipDamage triggered

               by a hazard trigger ht2

18.    [run] G1Failed & G2Failed | G1Failed & G3Failed | G2Failed & G3Failed -> proHT3:(Cs'=3)+(1-

               proHT3):true; //HP, if two of generators are failed, LowPower occurs triggered by ht3

19. endmodule

Figure 8. The PRISM-games model of GCPSsys system component.

A GCPS is always working in a harsh environment which may cause a failure and a hazard.
There are some contingencies to express hazardous factors such as high temperatures, etc. We assume
that a contingency will occur one time every day. So the occurrence probability of a contingency is
1.16× 10−5. As shown in Figure 3, contingencies from environment may affect PMSs, generators and
TLs and they may fail with the probability 10× 10−6. The environment is transformed a module, as
shown in Figure 7.

Based on transformation rules in Section 4.2, a GCPS AADL model is transformed to a complete
SMG model. Two players of this SMG model are shown in Figure 9. The environment component is
encoded as the environment module, which is regarded as a player env, as shown at lines 5–7. Other
modules are composed as a player sys, as shown at lines 2–4. The action disturb is controlled by the
environment, so it is contained in the env player. The action run is contained in the sys player.

1.   smg // Stochastic Multi-player Games

2.   player sys //components in GCPSsys and an action(run) controlled by sys

3.      GCPSsys, PMS1, PMS2, PMS3, TL1, TL2, TL3, G1, G2, G3, [run]

4.   endplayer

5.   player env //environment and an action (disturb) controlled by env

6.      environment, [disturb]

7.   endplayer

Figure 9. Part of the transformed SMG model of an aircraft power system.

5.2. Results

All experiments were run on a virtual machine with the Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7500 CPU@3.40GHz
and 14GB RAM. The explicit computation engine of PRISM is selected for our experiments. Java
heap space is set to 10GB RAM, which is the upper memory limit for Java virtual machine (JVM) to
execute PRISM. Termination epsilon is set to 1.0× 10−6. The number of states and transitions of the
transformed SMG model are 5120 and 16437230.

According to Formula (1), property formulae can be formulated for failed states and hazards,
including GCPSsysFailed, OverVoltage, LowPower and EquipDamage. For example, a property formula
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for GCPSsysFailed is presented in Formula (2), where “Cs = 1” is corresponding to GCPSsysFailed
(see line 10 of Figure 8). Using the PRISM-games tool, we verify property formulae for a complete
transformed SGM model to obtain occurrence probabilities. Safety analysis results are shown in Table 2.
We can see that GCPSsys’s failure may occur with a large probability at the system-level. The occurrence
probabilities of hazards are smaller. They can used to decide if the design of a GCPS is feasible and
it satisfies safety requirements. If a probability is too large, the GCPS architecture model should be
modified or the failed probabilities of subcomponents should be lowered.

<< sys >> Pmax =? [ F <= 3600 Cs = 1 ]. (2)

Table 2. Verification results for a GCPS

State Components <<sys>>Pmax

GCPSsysFailed GCPSsys 0.29638545685060275
OverVoltage GCPSsys 0.00553889850028547
LowPower GCPSsys 2.1901294138765× 10−5

EquipDamage GCPSsys 6.769683540208× 10−5

5.3. Discussion

In the aforementioned GCPS AADL model, probabilities of error states and hazards are calculated
for the occurrence in an hour. The number of iteration is 3600 and the time resolution is 1 s. The time
resolution value discretizes the occurrence of error events and hazard triggers. It can not only determine
the number of iterations, but also has an impact on the accuracy of occurrence probabilities of failed
states and hazards. We perform an experiment by changing the time resolution and discretizing the
corresponding occurrence probabilities of error events and hazard triggers. Time resolution values
are 10,000 ms, 1000 ms, 100 ms and 10 ms. Corresponding numbers of iterations are 360, 3600, 36,000
and 360,000, which are used for the underlying bonded model-checking algorithms. The results are
provided in Table 3. From these probabilities and required calculation time, we can see that smaller time
resolution values can obtain higher accuracy, but they require much more time. The overhead of doing
more iterations maybe time-consuming for engineers. It may outweigh the advantage in accuracy.

Table 3. Effects of time resolution on probabilistic results and calculation time.

Iterations/ 360 3600 36,000 360,000
State (Probability/Time(s)) (Probability/Time(s)) (Probability/Time(s)) (Probability/Time(s))

GCPSsysFailed
0.29563894732784135 0.29638545685060275 0.29646006198918473 0.2964675220331432

51 583 3,845 38,844

OverVoltage
0.005498371833365312 0.00553889850028547 0.0055429599223609655 0.005543366152586064

40 583 4,093 43,007

LowPower
2.1877226353822× 10−5 2.1901294138765× 10−5 2.1903700745296× 10−5 2.190394140766× 10−5

46 449 4,690 48,084

EquipDamage
6.671261704829× 10−5 6.769683540208× 10−5 6.779579390681× 10−5 6.78056951417× 10−5

41 391 4,439 46,209

6. Related Work

AADL supports safety analysis of distributed complex safety-critical systems. In the Correctness,
Modeling and Performance of Aerospace Systems (COMPASS) [15,16], an extended variant of
AADL, the System-Level Integrated Modeling (SLIM) language, is used for safety analysis
using Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Timed Failure
Propagation Graphs (TFPG). COMPASS applies Markov Reward Model Checker (MRMC) [25], a
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probabilistic model-checker, for performability analyses. MRMC is able to analyze discrete-time
and continuous-time Markov reward models, but it cannot analyze stochastic games models.
Morozov et al. [26] provide a method only for the stochastic error propagation analysis, however,
the nondeterminism is not considered. They transform AADL models to formal Dual-graph
Error Propagation Models (DEPMs) for reliability analysis. In papers [13,14], authors propose an
architecture-based hazard analysis approach using AADL. This approach can provide component-level
and system-level safety analysis results including hazard sources, hazard trigger mechanisms,
severities and probability levels. They also design the HMA to improve the modeling capability
of AADL for hazard analysis. To ensure the correctness of occurrence probabilities of hazards, they
prove the semantic preservation of the model transformation between AADL models and Deterministic
Stochastic Petri Net (DSPN) models that is used for quantitative computation. In paper [17], they
integrate the quantitative verification of Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) with safety
analysis for AADL models. Additionally, a safety-based software reconfiguration method [27] is
proposed based on AADL with EMA and HMA. These existing AADL-based safety analysis methods
cannot be directly applied for GCPSs with the physical process. Because AADL semantics needs to be
extended to support GCPSs modeling including physical processes and computing systems. In this
paper, the environment is also described in a GCPS AADL model. Like AADL, UML is a commonly
used modeling language. Bernardi et al. [28] propose the Dependability Analysis Modeling (DAM)
profile. They define a Dependability Analysis (DA) domain model, the aim of which is to provide the
basis for adding a dependability profile to the Modeling and Analysis of Real Time and Embedded
systems (MARTE). Although it supports several dependability analysis, such as reliability, safety
and availability analysis, it cannot describe random hazard behaviors and express the semantics of
stochastic game.

Cascading failures in GCPSs have attracted more and more attention. Many papers focus
on system robustness. In our approach, they are specified in error propagations between cyber
components, physical components and their interactions for system safety. For the impact
of interdependencies on infrastructures through networks, an interdependent Markov-chain
framework [4] is proposed to model cascading failures in interdependent infrastructures with
the ultimate goal of predicting their resilience to cascading failures and to describe effects of
interdependencies on system reliability. It is able to predict behaviors of interdependent systems
at the system-level. Since the cyber-physical interdependence can make a GCPS more robust and
resilient and more fragile to cascading failures, wei et al. [5] analyze advantages and disadvantages
of the interdependence, perform theoretical analysis and show its effects through system-level
simulations. Qi et al. [29] propose an interaction model for simulation and mitigation of cascading
failures. The interaction between component failures is quantified by calculating the probability that a
component failure causes another. Modern systems should be described as interdependent networks
and a failure of a node may lead to cascading failures. So, Buldyrev et al. [6] propose a framework to
understand the robustness of interacting networks. Huang et al. [2] study the system robustness of
smart grid for two types of cascading failures, interdependence cascading failures and load propagation
cascading failures. They [3] also analyze the system robustness and effects of cascading failures caused
in the interdependency between physical-resource and computational-resource networks, e.g., smart
power grids. Cyber-contingencies may result in inappropriate control commands and further affect the
physical power system, so Xin et al. [30] abstract the cyber network of a hierarchical control system as a
directed graph and describe the connectivity with a node-branch incidence matrix. Cyber-contingencies
are described for cyber-contingency assessment.

There are also many papers for security analysis of GCPSs. Vellaithurai et al. [7] propose a
security-oriented stochastic risk management technique for calculation of cyber-physical security
indices. Wadhawan et al. [8] consider false data injection detection on transmission lines of a GCPS
and present a detection framework. Xun et al. [9] provide a comprehensive study of smart grid security
against cyber-physical attacks and describe a risk assessment methodology.
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It is significant to ensure that a complete GCPS model can meet safety requirements. Qin et al. [31]
present a formal modeling and verification approach for the flexible load control process of GCPSs
with differential dynamic logic theories. The model is constructed using HybridUML and it is verified
through an automatic hybrid reasoning tool. Nguyen et al. [11] propose a two-phase load management
scheme for a power grid. It allows not only customers to curtail demands if there exist no immediate
safety concerns, but also the grid to perform load shedding for safety assurance when it is at a
vulnerable state.

Our architecture-based approach shown in Figure 1 applies model-checking of SMGs to analyze a
GCPS. Firstly, stochastic and nondeterministic behaviors are described using AADL. The whole GCPS
including the external environment is modeled as an SMG model to express that the system competes
with the environment. Then, the model transformation and the generation of property formulae can
be implemented as an automatic tool. Finally, the formal verification is supported by PRISM-games
for analyzing system-level safety which is not considered by many papers.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a model-based safety analysis for GCPSs using probabilistic model-checking
of SMGs. AADL is used to build the model for a GCPS including the environment. Since a system
may suffer stochastic faults and nondeterministic external hazards, a probabilistic model-checking
technique is applied to capture stochastic and nondeterministic characteristics. Meanwhile, we employ
SMGs to model the system and the environment as two players that compete for a particular goal.
To integrate SMGs into safety analysis, formal semantics of AADL models is defined and model
transformation rules are provided to obtain SMG models from GCPS AADL models. Moreover, the
completeness and consistency of model transformation rules is proved to ensure the correctness of
rules. Finally, we use a GCPS to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach.

In the future, we will consider to extend AADL to describe the detailed physical process of GCPSs,
for example, the changing process of the electric power supply of generators. We also plan to look into
more involved analysis techniques (such as MDPs and Petri-nets) for safety analysis and compare their
performance. Additionally, we will work on the applicability of our approach to the larger GCPSs.
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